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* best exclusive channels to extract Vub:

 

B→πν
Bs → Kν
Λb → pν
...
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 Vub  from Λb → pν 
* experimental and/or theoretical advantages of considering Λb semileptonic decays for determining Vub 

* recent lattice calculations of the relevant f.f.’s [arXiv:1503.01421]
   - relativistic b quark (with non-perturbative improvements)
   - Nf = 2+1 dynamical sea quarks (RBC/UKQCD gauge ensembles)
     two strange sea quark masses and three light sea quark masses
   - six valence pion masses in the range 230 - 350 MeV
   - two lattice spacings: a ~ 0.085 and 0.11 fm
   - one lattice volume: L ~ 2.7 fm 
   - z-expansion applied to the lattice data

Λb
0 → pµ−νµ

Vub = 3.27 ± 0.15exp. ± 0.17th ± 0.06Vcb( ) ⋅10−3

Table 1: Summary of systematic uncertainties.
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tributions. The total is obtained by adding them in
quadrature. Uncertainties on the background levels
are not listed here as they are incorporated into the
fits.
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uncertainties means that the measured ratio of
branching fractions can safely be considered in-
dependent of the theoretical input at the current
level of precision.
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where the first uncertainty is statistical and
the second is systematic. Using Eq. 1 with
R

FF

= 0.68 ± 0.07, computed in Ref. [19]
for the restricted q2 regions, the measurement
|V

ub

|/|V
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| = 0.083 ± 0.004 ± 0.004 is obtained.
The first uncertainty arises from the experimen-
tal measurement and second is due to the uncer-
tainty in the LQCD prediction. Finally, using
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Figure 3: Experimental constraints on the

left-handed coupling, |V L
ub| and the fractional

right-handed coupling, ✏R. While the overlap
of the 68% confidence level bands for the inclusive
and exclusive world averages of past measurements
suggested a right handed coupling of significant
magnitude, the inclusion of the LHCb |V

ub

| mea-
surement does not support this.

the world average |V
cb

| = (39.5 ± 0.8) ⇥ 10�3

measured using exclusive decays [14], |V
ub

| is
measured as

|V
ub

| = (3.27± 0.15± 0.17± 0.06)⇥ 10�3 ,

where the first uncertainty is due to the exper-
imental measurement, the second arises from
the uncertainty in the LQCD prediction and the
third from the normalisation to |V

cb

|. The exper-
imental uncertainty is dominated by systematic
e↵ects, most of which will be improved with ad-
ditional data by a reduction of the statistical
uncertainty of the control samples.

The measured ratio of branching frac-
tions can be extrapolated to the full q2 re-
gion using |V

cb

| and the form factor pre-
dictions [19], resulting in a measurement of
B(⇤0

b
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) = (3.9± 0.8)⇥ 10�4, where the
uncertainty is dominated by knowledge of the
form factors at low q2.

The determination of |V
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| from the mea-
sured ratio of branching fractions depends on
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V. CHIRAL/CONTINUUM/KINEMATIC EXTRAPOLATION OF THE FORM FACTORS

The last step in the data analysis is to perform fits of form factor results {fi,n} using suitable functions describing
the dependence on the momentum transfer, the dependence on the up and down quark masses (or equivalently the
pion mass), and the dependence on the lattice spacing. We perform global fits of the helicity form factors based on
the simplified z-expansion [37], modified to account for pion-mass and lattice-spacing dependence. The expansion
parameter z is defined as

z(q2) =

p
t+ � q2 � p

t+ � t0p
t+ � q2 +

p
t+ � t0

, (72)

t+ = (m⇤b + mX)2, (73)

t0 = (m⇤b � mX)2, (74)

where we chose t0 so that the point z = 0 corresponds to q2 = q2max (i.e. p

0 = 0 in the ⇤b rest frame). After factoring
out a leading pole contribution, the form factors are expanded in a power series in z. We find that our lattice data
can be described well by keeping only the zeroth and first order in z. As explained further below, we also perform
higher-order fits to estimate systematic uncertainties. Our nominal (as opposed to higher-order) fits are of the form
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with fit parameters af
0 , af

1 , cf0 , bf , and df . Here, m⇡ are the valence pion masses of each data set (see Table I), and
m⇡,phys = 134.8 MeV is the physical pion mass in the isospin limit. As discussed in Ref. [29], chiral-perturbation-
theory predictions for the pion-mass dependence of the form factors considered here are unavailable and would be
of limited use because of the large momentum scales in these matrix elements, and because of the large number of
low-energy constants. In Eq. (75) we describe the pion-mass dependence by using individual values of mf

pole for each

data set, and through the factor 1 + cf0 (m2
⇡ � m2

⇡,phys)/⇤2
� multiplying a0. Here, we introduce the scale ⇤� = 4⇡f

with f = 132 MeV so that c0 becomes dimensionless. Because our lattice actions and currents are O(a)-improved,
we allow for a quadratic dependence on the lattice spacing via the factor in the second line of Eq. (75), where
⇤QCD = 0.5 GeV. The parameters bf and df describe the momentum-dependent and momentum-independent parts
of the lattice discretization errors. We use the individual lattice QCD results for the baryon masses from each dataset
(see Table VI) to evaluate a2q2 and z. We set the pole masses equal to

amf
pole = amPS + a�f , (76)

where amPS is the pseudoscalar Bu or Bc mass (in lattice units) computed individually for each data set (and also
listed in Table VI), and �f is the mass splitting (in GeV) between the meson with the relevant quantum numbers
and the pseudoscalar Bu (for ⇤b ! p) or Bc (for ⇤b ! ⇤c). We use fixed values of �f for all data sets, based on
experimental data (where available) [1] and averages of our lattice QCD results over the di↵erent data sets. These
values are given in Table VII. The pole factor is then written as

1

1 � (a2q2)/(amPS + a�f )2
, (77)

so that the explicit value of the lattice spacing is needed only for the term a�f . Note that when the input values of
�f are varied, the shape parameters af

0 and af
1 returned from the fit change in such a way as to largely cancel the

e↵ect of this variation on the form factors (varying �f by 10% changes the form factors themselves by less than 1%).
We implement the constraint g?(q2max) = g+(q2max) [Eq. (16)] at z = 0 and a = 0 by using shared parameters a

g?,g
+

0
and c

g?,g
+

0 for these two form factors. We impose the constraints f0(0) = f+(0) and g0(0) = g+(0) [Eqs. (14) and
(15)] using Gaussian priors with widths equal to z(0)2, to allow for missing higher-order terms in z. For ⇤b ! p, we
performed one global fit to all helicity form factors, taking into account the correlations between di↵erent form factors,
di↵erent momenta, and di↵erent data sets. For ⇤b ! ⇤c, such a global fit showed indications of problems associated
with a poorly conditioned data covariance matrix, and we additionally performed fits of the subsets {f+, f0}, {f?},
{g+, g?, g0} to reduce the sizes of the data covariance matrices. We then took the central values and covariances of
the form factor parameters within each subset from these subset fits, and only used the global fit to estimate the

* recent experimental results from LHCb [arXiv:1504.01568] on

are all systematics under control ? 

5%

* experimental and theoretical prospects ...

PDG ’14 average: Vub excl . = 3.28 ± 0.29( ) ⋅10−3

... slides from Daping Du
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 Vub  from B→πν 

PDG ’14 averages:
Vub excl . = 3.28 ± 0.29( ) ⋅10−3  (untagged)

Vub incl . = 4.41± 0.15exp −0.17
+0.15

th( ) ⋅10−3

* two new high-precision lattice calculations: RBC/UKQCD [arXiv:1501.05373] and FNAL/MILC [arXiv:1503.07839]

Vub RBC /UKQCD = 3.61± 0.32( ) ⋅10−3

Vub FNAL/MILC = 3.72 ± 0.16( ) ⋅10−3

* experimental issues: tagged (uniform acceptance, high S/B, low statistics) versus untagged (cuts, low S/B, high 
   statistics) measurements?

... discussed in Du’s talk

* prospects at Belle-II ... which precision can be reached ? 

 - the mix of data and theoretical f.f.’s is now systematically adopted (correlations?)

* what about experiments on B → π τ ν [sensitivity to the scalar form factor f0(q2)] ? ... connections with B → τ ν or B → μ ν ?

4%

Vub LC−QCDSR = 3.32−0.22
+0.26( ) ⋅10−3* latest determination using LC QCDSR (q2 < 12 GeV2): ... discussed in Alex’s talk

7%

* which (theoretical) precision can be reached within few years ? ... 2% from lattice (Du’s talk) ?

* possibility to use D → π ℓν to constrain f.f.’s of B → π ℓν [PRD91, 052022] (... slides by Vera Luth)
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Vub  from other final meson states:

B→ ρ,ω ,η, ′η ,...( )ν      and    Bs → K K *( )ν 

* experimental issues at LHCb or Belle-II: statistics ? backgrounds (ππ)?

* theoretical issues for lattice calculations:
   
   - ρ(ω)-meson decays for light pions

   - disconnected diagrams (typically very noisy) in the case of final isoscalar mesons η or η’ (see arXiv:1406.5449)

   - Bs → Kℓν is as feasible as B → πℓν (see, e.g., arXiv:1406.2279)

* important cross-checks for B → πℓν and possible sensitivity to NP (final vector mesons)

* theoretical issues for LC QCDSR:

   - which precision can be reached for B → ρ(ω)ℓν  

   - are DA’s known for K, η and η’ mesons ?

   - B → K* (→Kπ)ℓν recently addressed in arXiv:1503.09063   (... slides by Van Dyk)
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